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Abstract
We discuss two implementations of opto-electrical interfaces,
their characteristics and functionalities using a hybrid M&S
approach. These interfaces consist in a transmitter and a receiver, composed by electrical and optical parts, that translate
electrical signals into optical impulses and viceversa. The first
implementation, performed using the CD++ modeling environment, represents a discrete-event model of the system following the DEVS formalism. The other implementation uses
the Modelica Standard Library to compose the electrical parts
as a continuous-time model, and the Modelica DEVSLib library to describe the optical part as a discrete-event system.
The obtained simulation results are equivalent in both implementations. They reproduce translation of a continuous-time
sinusoid electrical signal into discrete optical impulses in the
transmitter, and the opposite process in the receiver. These
approaches simplify the development of multidomain hybrid
systems and the study of ONoC at a high abstraction level.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Opto-electrical interfaces, transmitters and receivers, can
be used to translate the information contained in form of electrical current into light and viceversa [2]. These interfaces
constitute the basic components of Optical Networks on Chip
(ONoC) [5]. A transmitter in such interface receives an electrical current and translates it into optical impulses. The receiver receives the optical impulses and translates them into
electrical current again. ONoC interfaces can be used to substitute electrical interconnects between processors in digital
integrated circuits [15].
To facilitate the development of such opto-electrical communication systems, several approaches have been proposed
to model and simulate the behavior of the circuits in order
to better understand the phenomena involved. Depending on
the abstraction level used to describe the system, FEM (Finite Elements Method) and FDTD (Finite-Difference TimeDomain) methods have been used to describe the optical behavior at the physical level [14].

On the behavioral and system levels, several authors use
the VHDL-AMS hardware description language to describe
the components of the system [12, 5, 14]. Also event-driven
approaches have been used to describe components at system
level, like SystemC [7, 6, 13] and OMNet++ [16].
The objective of our work is to develop models of basic
opto-electrical interfaces in CD++ and in Modelica, compare their simulation results and discuss their functionalities.
These models show the possibility to describe Systems on
Chip (SoC), using the DEVS formalism [18], at a higher abstraction level than other existing techniques.
The description of each domain (electrical and optical)
with DEVS models simplifies the multi-domain communication systems. This functionality can be extended in Modelica
by describing the electrical part of the model as a continuoustime model, using DAE equations, and obtaining a more detailed hybrid model.
CD++ is a modeling tool that was defined using the DEVS
and Cell-DEVS specifications [17]. With CD++, DEVS
Atomic models can be programmed and incorporated onto a
class hierarchy programmed in C++. Coupled models can be
defined using a built-in specification language. CD++ makes
use of the independence between modeling and simulation
provided by DEVS, and different simulation engines have
been defined for the platform.
Modelica is a modeling and simulation language mainly
designed for mathematical modeling of physical systems [3].
It also has functionalities to manage discrete events [11].
The Modelica Standard Library contains several models
from different domains (electrical, mechanical, thermodynamical, etc.) that can be used in order to build larger models composed by elements of the library [10]. DEVSLib is a
Modelica library developed by the authors, that implements
the Parallel DEVS formalism allowing the development of
new atomic and coupled DEVS models. Models constructed
using DEVSLib can be combined with any other Modelica
model to compose hybrid continuous-discrete systems. The
Dymola modeling environment has been used to develop the
DEVSLib library and the Modelica models discussed in this
manuscript [1]. The DEVSLib Modelica library is freely distributed and can be downloaded from the web [9].

A description of the modeled system, the basic optoelectrical communication system, is given in the next section.
The model constructed using CD++ is described in Section 3.,
and the Modelica model is described in Section 4. At the end,
a discussion of the experiment performed and the results obtained is included, together with some conclusions and ideas
for future work.

2.

COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE
OPTO-ELECTRICAL INTERFACES

The opto-electrical communication system is composed by
a transmitter that sends optical information to the receiver,
which recovers it and generates a current. These components
are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Basic opto-electrical interfaces.
The transmitter is composed by two components: a driver
and a laser. The driver receives external information with the
form of an electrical current, modulates it, and sends it to the
laser. The laser receives the modulated current and generates
optical impulses.
The receiver model is also defined by two components: a
photodiode and a transimpedance amplifier (TIA). The photodiode receives the optical impulses and translates them into
electrical current. The TIA amplifies the generated current
and translates it into an electrical current.
The behavior of each of these components can be described
using DEVS formalism as shown in [4]. Components are basically described as processors, that receive a message, perform a process to the information contained in the message
and, depending on the defined behavior, send an output message containing the information processed. This output will
be received as input signal by the next component. The models developed and discussed in this manuscript are based in
the mentioned DEVS formalization.

3.

CD++ MODEL

Listing 1 describes the coupled model defined for the optoelectrical communication system using CD++.
The transmitter is modeled as a coupled model composed
by two models, Driver and Laser. The coupled model sim-

[top]
components : Transmitter
components : Receiver
in : indata
out : outdata
Link : indata data1@Transmitter
Link : light@Transmitter light1@Receiver
Link : data2@Receiver outdata
[Transmitter]
components : laser@Laser
components : driver@Driver
out : light
in : data1
Link : data1 data@driver
Link : current@driver current@laser
Link : light@laser light
[Receiver]
components : photodiode@Photodiode
components : aTIA@TIA
in : light1
out : data2
Link : light1 light@photodiode
Link : current@photodiode current@aTIA
Link : data@aTIA data2
[Transmitter]
processingTime : 00:00:02:00
[Receiver]
processingTime : 00:00:02:00
[laser]
processingTime : 00:00:30:00
[photodiode]
processingTime : 00:00:30:00
[aTIA]
processingTime : 00:00:02:00
[driver]
processingTime : 00:00:02:00
.

Listing 1. Transmitter-Receiver model definition file.

ply defines the models that it includes and connects their input/output ports to each other.
The Driver component accepts electrical voltage as input,
performs modulation on it, and sends it out. As shown on
the model definition file (Listing 1) the processing time of
this component is set to 2 time units. This parameter can be
changed easily to reflect different scenarios. In CD++, the input can be read from an ”event” file. The entries of the event
file will be read one by one and inserted into the Driver component via its data input port. Once, input is received, it stays
in the component by the time specified as processing time so
that required processing is performed on the data. The modulation process that is performed by the Driver is varying the
amplitude of the input carrier. The Driver reduces the amplitude of the voltage by dividing it by A to produce a modulated
data that is the electrical current (performed by the outputFunction). After that, the output of the component is sent out
through the ”current” output port. The output will serve as the
input to the Laser component. Listing 2 includes a fragment
of the Driver component.

/*************************************************
* Function Name: Driver
* Description: constructor
*************************************************/
Driver::Driver( const string &name )
: Atomic( name )
, data( addInputPort( "data" ) )
, current( addOutputPort( "current" ) )
, processingTime (0,0,2,0)
{
string time1(
MainSimulator::Instance().getParameter(
description(), "processingTime"));
if( time1 != "" )
processingTime = time1 ;
}
/**************************************************
* Function Name: externalFunction
* Description: the Driver receives data
*************************************************/
Model &Driver::externalFunction(
const ExternalMessage &msg)
{
if ( this->state() == passive){
if (msg.port() == data){
DATA = msg.value();
holdIn(active, processingTime);
}
}
return *this ;
}
/**************************************************
* Function Name: internalFunction
*************************************************/
Model &Driver::internalFunction(
const InternalMessage &)
{
passivate();
return *this;
}
/**************************************************
* Function Name: outputFunction
*************************************************/
Model &Driver::outputFunction(
const InternalMessage &msg)
{
//The modulation process.(Reducing the Amplitude)
DATA = DATA / A;
sendOutput( msg.time(),current, DATA);
return *this;
}

Listing 2. Driver component source code.

On the other hand, the Laser component accepts the modulated current from the Driver as input (by invoking the external transition function), senses the current and generates
impulses as output and sends it out (done by the output function). The Laser component source code is reflected in Listing 3.
Since, DEVS is discrete, the continuous electrical current
is translated into a set of discrete inputs. The Transmitter im-

/*************************************************
* Function Name: Laser
* Description: constructor
***********************************************/
Laser::Laser( const string &name )
: Atomic( name )
, current( addInputPort( "current" ) )
, light( addOutputPort( "light" ) )
, processingTime (0,0,30,0)
{
string time1(
MainSimulator::Instance().getParameter(
description(), "processingTime"));
if( time1 != "" )
processingTime = time1 ;
}
/**************************************************
* Function Name: externalFunction
* Description: the Laser receives data
*************************************************/
Model &Laser::externalFunction(
const ExternalMessage &msg)
{
if ( this->state() == passive){
if (msg.port() == current){
DATA = msg.value();//extract DATA from msg
holdIn(active, processingTime);
}
}
return *this;
}
/*************************************************
* Function Name: internalFunction
*************************************************/
Model &Laser::internalFunction(
const InternalMessage &)
{
passivate();
return *this;
}
/*************************************************
* Function Name: outputFunction
*************************************************/
Model &Laser::outputFunction(
const InternalMessage &msg)
{
float temp = 0.94;
if (DATA == temp && I == 0){
I = 1;
sendOutput( msg.time(),light, 2);
} else if (DATA==temp && I==1){
I =0; //filter out the second 0.9
sendOutput( msg.time(),light, 1);
} else sendOutput( msg.time(),light, 1);
return *this;
}

Listing 3. Laser component source code.

plemented in CD++ generates the same results as if it was
built in Modelica. Thus, the event file has discretized information of the input to the Transmitter, and the output file presents

00:00:00:00 data
0
00:00:32:000 light 1
00:01:00:00 data 0.17 00:01:32:000 light 1
00:02:00:00 data 0.34 00:02:32:000 light 1
00:03:00:00 data 0.5 00:03:32:000 light 1
00:04:08:00 data 0.64 00:04:40:000 light 1
00:05:00:00 data 0.77 00:05:32:000 light 1
00:06:00:00 data 0.87 00:06:32:000 light 1
00:07:00:00 data 0.94 00:07:32:000 light 2
00:08:00:00 data 0.98 00:08:32:000 light 1
(a)
(b)
Table 1. a) Input data of the Transmitter in the form of discrete electric current; b) Output of the Transmitter in the form
of optical impulse.
the optical impulses generated by the Laser component. The
event and output file are presented in Table 1.
As seen in Listing 1, at time 00:07:00:00 an input of 0.94
(cross function value with amplitude of one) is received, it
took 32 time units for the Transmitter to process this input
and translates it into optical impulse via the Laser component.
The second input of 0.94 must be filtered out. This is done in
the source code of the Laser component.
The receiver coupled model is decomposed of two atomic
components: Photodiode and TIAComparator. The Receiver
receives the optical impulses, passes them through the Photodiode component where they get translated into current variation and finally the output of the Receiver appears as current
at the output port of the Receiver. The Photodiode component
receives optical impulses through its input port and translates
them into current for the specific processing time which can
be easily modified. On the other hand, the TIAComparator
receives the output from the Photodiode as its input and amplifies this current and generates voltage. The source code associated with each of these atomic components is reflected in
Listings 4 and 5.
As shown in the source code of the Photodiode model
(Listing 4), the external transition function is invoked when
LIGHT is input is received at the input port of this component. Then, a processing time of 30 time units is spent at this
component until the output can be generated. The process of
sensing the optical impulses (the input) and generating the
associated current takes place at the output function where
current is sent out of this component.
The source code of the TIAComparator model (Listing 5)
shows how the external transition function is invoked when
current is received at the input port of the model. After this,
the input is amplified (which takes 2 time units for this action to complete), the output is generated and sent out by the
output function. The amplification process is performed by
increasing the amplitude of the input to produce voltage by
multiplying the received current by an amplitude (performed
at the outputFunction). In fact, the TIAComparator does the

/*************************************************
* Function Name: Photodiode
* Description: constructor
*************************************************/
Photodiode::Photodiode( const string &name )
: Atomic( name )
, light( addInputPort( "light" ) )
, current( addOutputPort( "current" ) )
, processingTime (0,0,30,0)
{
string time1(
MainSimulator::Instance().getParameter(
description(), "processingTime")) ;
if( time1 != "" )
processingTime = time1 ;
}
/*************************************************
* Function Name: externalFunction
* Description: the Photodiode receives data
*************************************************/
Model &Photodiode::externalFunction(
const ExternalMessage &msg)
{
if ( this->state() == passive){
if (msg.port() == light){
//extract DATA from msg
LIGHT = static_cast < int > (msg.value());
holdIn(active, processingTime);
}
}
return *this ;
}
/*************************************************
* Function Name: internalFunction
*************************************************/
Model &Photodiode::internalFunction(
const InternalMessage &)
{
if (I>=0 && I<=8 )
holdIn(active, processingTime);
else
passivate();
return *this;
}
/*************************************************
* Function Name: outputFunction
*************************************************/
Model &Photodiode::outputFunction(
const InternalMessage &msg)
{
if (LIGHT == 1){
I = 10;
sendOutput( msg.time(),current, LIGHT);
}else if (LIGHT == 2){
if (I>=0 && I<=8)
DATA = (10 - (I+1))/10;
else
DATA = 0;
sendOutput( msg.time(),current, DATA);
I++;
}
return *this;
}

Listing 4. Photodiode model definition file.

/************************************************
* Function Name: TIA
* Description: constructor
*************************************************/
TIA::TIA( const string &name )
: Atomic( name )
, data( addOutputPort( "data" ) )
, current( addInputPort( "current" ) )
, processingTime (0,0,1,0)
{
string time1(
MainSimulator::Instance().getParameter(
description(), "processingTime"));
if( time1 != "" )
processingTime = time1 ;
}
/************************************************
* Function Name: externalFunction
* Description: the TIA receives data
*************************************************/
Model &TIA::externalFunction(
const ExternalMessage &msg)
{
if ( this->state() == passive){
if (msg.port() == current){
DATA = msg.value();//extract DATA from msg
holdIn(active, processingTime);
}
}
return *this ;
}
/************************************************
* Function Name: internalFunction
*************************************************/
Model &TIA::internalFunction(
const InternalMessage &)
{
passivate();
return *this;
}
/************************************************
* Function Name: outputFunction
*************************************************/
Model &TIA::outputFunction(
const InternalMessage &msg)
{
//perform amplification by increasing the
//amplitude of the carrier.
DATA = DATA * A;
sendOutput( msg.time(),data, DATA);
return *this;

DEVSLib Modelica library.
Due to the current Modelica modeling capacities, the electrical components have been modeled with a continuous-time
model, using the electrical components of the Modelica Standard Library. The system modeled with Modelica is shown in
Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Basic opto-electrical communication system modeled with Modelica.
The transmitter contains the driver and the laser models,
as it is shown in Fig. 3. The current received in the transmitter, through the electrical port, is passed to the driver model.
To simplify the model, the received current is not modified
by the driver. This situation can be easily changed to model
different modulations and polarization of the electrical signal,
including them in the driver model.

Figure 3. Opto-electrical transmitter modeled with Modelica
The laser receives the electrical current from the driver.
It is composed by the LaserGen model, which translates the
continuous electrical current into discrete-events, that represent the optical impulses.
The LaserGen model has been build using the CrossUP
model included in the DEVSLib Modelica library, and shown
in Listing 6. This model receives a continuous-time input signal(i.e., the electrical current) and a reference value, and generates a discrete-time event every time the signal crosses the
reference value in upwards direction. This behavior represent
the generation of an optical impulse every time the electrical
current reaches a given value.

}

Listing 5. TIAComparator model definition file.

reverse action of the Driver component.

4.

MODELICA MODEL

In the Modelica model, the interfaces, the transmitter and
the receiver, are coupled DEVS models constructed using the

Figure 4. Opto-electrical receiver modeled with Modelica
The description of the receiver model is shown in Fig. 4. It

model CrossUP
parameter Real Value = 1
"Cross value";
parameter Real Threshold = 1e-010
"Detection value threshold";
parameter Integer EType = 1
"Type of the event to generate";
Interfaces.outPort outport;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput u;
protected
stdEvent e;
Real x = der(u);
algorithm
when (u > Value-Threshold) and x > 0
and time > 0 then
e.Type := EType;
e.Value := u;
e.Port := 1;
sendEvent(outport.queue, e);
outport.event := pre(outport.event) + 1;
end when;
end CrossUP;

Listing 6. CrossUP model source code.

nals. The Pdiode model has been composed using the DiCo
(Discrete-to-Continuous) model included in the DEVSLib
Modelica library, and shown in Listing 7. The DiCo model
translates series of events into a real piecewise-constant signal, with values equal to the values of the received events.
Each time the PDiode model receives an optical impulse it
raises the generated current to the value of the received optical impulse. Bigger optical impulses generate higher current
variations. This action simulates the excitation of the photodiode. After the optical impulse is received, the generated
current decreases, because of the lack of optical excitation in
the photodiode.
In order to simplify the system complexity, the Tia model
does not modify the electrical signal. However, as in the case
of the driver model, the Tia model can be modified using
Modelica components, or equations.

5.

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

As mentioned before, a simple example of opto-electrical
communication
system has been constructed using the premodel DiCo
viously described transmitter and receiver models. Since,
Interfaces.inPort inport;
RealOutput y;
DEVS is discrete, in CD++ the continuous electrical curBooleanOutput change;
rent is translated into a set of discrete inputs using quanprotected
tized DEVS models. The input can be read from an external
Boolean externalEvent( start = false);
“event” file, which are transmitted to the driver component
Integer receivedEvents;
Integer eventType;
via its data input port. As shown on the model file (Fig. 1) the
stdEvent e;
processing time of the driver model is set to 2 seconds. This
Boolean init( start = true);
parameter can be changed easily to reflect different scenarios.
algorithm
when initial() and not(time>0) and pre(init) then
On the other hand, the input of the Modelica model is geninport.queue := CreateQueue();
erated by a current source, available in the Modelica Standard
init := false;
Library. This current source generates a continuous-time siend when;
nusoid current. The sine current activates the optical generawhen pre(externalEvent) then
e := DEVSLib.SRC.getEvent(inport.queue);
tion in the transmitter, generating impulses.
y := e.Value;
In the Modelica model, the LaserGen has been configured
change := not change;
as
a cross-function with value 0.9, because the input current
eventType := e.Type;
corresponds to a sine input with amplitude 1. The translation
end when;
equation
of the input current into optical impulses is shown in Fig. 5.
receivedEvents= -integer(inport.event);
These impulses are received by the receiver and translated
externalEvent=(receivedEvents>pre(receivedEvents))
into
current again. In the Modelica model, the derivate of the
or (receivedEvents<pre(receivedEvents));
end DiCo;
generated current is set to -0.5 to reproduce the lack of exListing 7. DiCo model source code.
citation. To monitor the generated current in the Modelica
receiver, a current sensor has been included, also from the
Modelica Standard Library. The reception of the optical impulses and its translation into electrical current is shown in
is composed by the photodiode and the TIA amplifier. The opFig. 6.
tical impulses are received in the optical input port. These imThe simulation results of the complete system are shown in
pulses are sent to the photoDiode model that translates each
Fig. 7. It can be noticed that no communication delays have
impulse in a current variation. The generated current is sent
been included in the models, but it will be easy to include
to the Tia model, which sends it through the electrical output
them as additional atomic DEVS models.
port.
The photodiode model is composed by a PDiode that perIt can be noticed that the obtained results are very similar
forms the translation from optical impulses into electrical sigin both models.

a)
a)

b)

Figure 5. Sinusoid electrical current transformed into optical impulses, modeled with: a) CD++ and; b) Modelica.

6.

b)

Figure 6. Optical impulses translated into current by the receiver, modeled with: a) CD++ and; b) Modelica.

CONCLUSIONS

The DEVS formalism is suitable to describe multiple kind
of systems, and specially multidomain systems. Two different implementations of a basic opto-electrical communication
system, using the DEVS formalism, have been developed,
obtaining equivalent results in both cases. In the case of the
Modelica implementation, it can be noticed that the development of hybrid multidomain systems is simplified by the use
of already available libraries of components. The developed
components and models can be reused to implement larger
systems, and study the ONoC at a high abstraction level.
Future work ideas include the development of more acurate models of the opto-electrical interfaces. Also, a library
of opto-electrical components can be developed to simplify
the development and study of this kind of systems.
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